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About Guitar Wall Mount
1. Vast Compatibility:Make your acoustic, electric, or bass guitar, violin, mandolin, ukulele, or

any other instrument stand out by using 5 Core's stylish and sturdy guitar wall mount. These
guitar wall hangers are perfect for displaying your instrument in your living room, entryway,
studio, or bedroom.

2. Durable & safe: The guitar pick holder is an essential accessory and is made of sturdy
materials to ensure stability. The arms are covered with soft non-slip foam to protect your
instrument from scratches and damage. The soft edge keeps guitar & other instruments
safe.

3. U-shaped design with Anti Lock Feature: The 5 Core guitar wall hanger features a unique
U-shaped cradle & Anti Lock Feature that securely holds the guitar without sliding. The
proper design between the cradle and wall is designed to prevent your guitar from touching
the wall and fraying.

4. Easy to install & Ideal gift: The guitar wall mount comes easy to install on different surfaces
such as concrete or wooden walls. You can have a sturdy and easy-to-use wall hanger for
your guitar in just a few steps.

5. Display your instrument in style: Showcase your instrument as a piece of wall art with the
guitar wall hanger. It transforms your guitar into a beautiful display piece that adds style to
any room.

Guitar Wall Mount Description
5 Core's guitar wall hangers are perfect for playing your beloved instruments in style.
Made of durable materials, this guitar wall mount is one of the best guitar accessories
you can own to safeguard your instrument. The arms are covered with soft non-slip
foam to protect your guitar from scratches and damage, and the unique U-shaped
cradle securely holds your guitar without the risk of sliding.

Installation of the guitar pick holder is a breeze with the included screws, and in just a
few steps, you can transform your guitar into a work of art on your wall without
compromising its safety. It's the ideal gift for any guitar player who wants to
showcase their instrument as the centerpiece of their room. So why wait? Get your 5
Core Guitar wall hanger today and show off your instrument like the masterpiece it is!



Guitar Wall Mount Features

Safe and easy to use Robust Efficient space
management

Universal Guitar
Hanger

The high-density foam
covering on this guitar
wall mount protects
your instrument's
finish from scratches
or slipping, making it a
convenient choice for
transporting your
guitar.

The 5 Core
guitar wall
hangers
feature a
screw-type
anchor and a
durable cradle,
able to support
even heavy
guitars easily.

With the wall-mounted
design of this wall guitar
hanger, you can keep
your guitar safe from
curious pets and tidy use
your space. Show off
your beautiful instrument
with pride to your friends
and family.

Designed to work
with all types of
headstocks, the 5
Core guitar hanger is
truly Universal,
working with
acoustic, electric, or
bass guitar, violin,
mandolin, and
ukulele.

Specifications:

● Material: Teak Wood
● Application: Guitar, Bass, Banjo, Mandolin, Ukulele
● Arm Length: 75mm (2.95 Inch)
● Load Capacity: 10kg (22lbs)

Package information:

● 1x Guitar Wall Mount

Usages

Showcasing your guitar collection.

Keeping your guitar within easy reach.

Protecting guitars from pets or children.



One of the guitar accessories to display your instrument.

The guitar wall mount lets you organize the music studio or practice space.

Benefits of products

No risk of sliding and falling.

Well-suited gift item for those who play guitars.

The guitar pick holder has a higher weight capacity.

Wall mounted accessory gives better access to the instrument.

The guitar wall mount protects the guitar finish from scratches and slipping.

Benefits of 5 Core Guitar Wall Mount

Easy to install and use.

Durable and long-lasting.

Protect your guitar from damage.

Adjustable arm clip for versatility.

U-shaped cradle for added stability.



Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The Trustworthy Choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more
than 65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of customer satisfaction and peace of mind.

Guitar Wall Mount Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

U-shaped cradle Yes No

Adjustable arm clip Yes No

Durable design Yes No

About Brand



5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards.

Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected before they are sent to the end user,
ensuring that the customers receive products of the highest quality and reliability.
With a commitment to quality, affordability, and customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a
brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Guitar Mount Q&A

Question:Does this guitar pick holder fit an electric guitar?

Answer:Yes, it does hold an electric guitar.

Question:Can I mount this Guitar Wall Mount command strip?

Answer:Do not use the command strip. This will be risky for your equipment.

Question:What material is it made of?

Answer:The material is steel.

Question:Does this have a lock?

Answer:Yes, the hanger has locks.

Question:Is this durable?

Answer:The steel and wood base make this highly durable.


